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1 EEMPCNT01 185122795 Dolly Nair MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

Title of the study and hypothesis do not match. How you would 

find effect by using correlations? What are the levels of IV? 

Please check the methodology for correctness.	What is the 

research design? Which statistical technique would be used for 

analysis? Social Anxiety test - reliability range is not mentioned. 

	Which Statistical technique and research design will be used ? 

Partially procedure has explained under research design. 

Procedure should be written separately and in detail. Please 

follow APA Style of citations and Referencing. The citation and 

references do not match. 	Refer Introduction and literature 

review section. Studies are not mentioned in the reference. 

Have you obtained permission from the author of Psychological 

test/tools to use it?

Plagiarism is seen.

2 EEMPCNT01 176711326 Anusree Madhavan MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

Title is not formulated as per the APA norms. Please correct it

	Are going to select all employees of South India?

Under the rationale of the study it's mentioned India whereas in 

the title it's south India. 	There is no connection between title, 

objectives, hypotheses and statistical test. Please explain, how 

you would be using ANOVA? Type of ANOVA etc? specify - 

variables as IV and DV. What is the age of Participants? Mention 

the reliability and validity of  WLBS tool. Refer Introduction and 

literature review section. Studies are not mentioned in the 

reference. Citations and references do not match
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3 EEMPCNT01 181785852 Donald Dsouza MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

Please check the correctness of Title

There is no math between title of the study, hypothesis and 

statistical technique.Variables section is missing under 

methodology. 	Hypotheses should have only one variable 

(specially one with no child) mention in simple statement. 

women who are employed in either government  or pvt ( 

rationale behind it ) Age of the housewives. sample size? 

	Citations are missing in Introduction section. Please specify 

type of ANOVA to be used for analysis. What is the research 

design of the study? 	Few citations are not mentioned in 

reference. Please follow APA style of writing  throughout the 

project

4 EEMPCNT01 198057424 Niti Vaidya MAPC-MPCE16 Not Approved

Please check the correctness of the Title of the study. Title 

indicates  correlation, whereas you intend to apply other 

techniques also.

Kindly Mention variable? at levels of variable?

What is the research design of the study?

	Citations are missing in introduction section. Please add 

citations

Plagiarism is seen in some section. Please correct it . 	citation 

and reference are not matching

	Please follow APA style of writing throughout the project

5 EEMPCNT01 198092672 Anupa Subramanian MAPC-MPCE26
Approved with 

modification

Please provide Reliability and validity of suicidal ideation 

questionnaire

Explain the procedure for example participants will be selected  

through social media addiction scale and then later on other 

tests will be performed.

citations mentioned in introduction such as Metrosaga2020 

,stone2012,Negy 2017, etc are not mentioned in references. 

	Please provide all citations and references

APA style citation to be followed – how to write when there are 

more than 2  authors?
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6 EEMPCSV02 198097087 Anam Bhati MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

The study as designed currently is very simple, add another 

relevant variable to the present ones 

Hypotheses not mentioned 

Operational definitions to be as per the definitions of the scale 

used 

Objectives 3 and 4 beyond the scope of the current investigation 

The tests in question not attached 

Psychometric properties of the tets to be mentioned

7 EEMPCSV02 198088135 Aditya Raman Singh MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

Too many spelling errors in the report 

The review of literature gives information about the disease, not 

relevant to the psychological variables in study 

Title and variables mentioned later in the report are not 

connected - no mention of stress / emotional level 

Variables to be studied and the tools needed for the same are 

not clear 

Hypotheses broad and vague 

Not clear how the student will measure long-term impact 

8 EEMPCSV02 198078893 Disha Parwadia MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

References not in APA format and incomplete 

Review of literature insufficient

Hypothesis 1 seems redundant since you have mentioned the 

correlations for each personality trait separately anyway  

Unclear why teachers are picked 

Bullying questionnaire not attached, psychometric properties 

not mentioned 

Report lacks clarity that the personality traits being studied are 

those of the bullied 

You mention that the outcome will help teachers work on their 

personality , won't the focus be on the person bullying rather 

than the person being bullied ?
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9 EEMPCSV02 188432862 LAMNEIHMOI MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

References not in APA format 

The dependent variables and their measurement seems fine 

The operational definitions to reflect the definitions in the scale 

to be used

The independent variable of home environment, how would you 

divide the the scores on that to different levels ? Is there a cut-

off where someone is in a safer home and someone isn't 

Unless there is such a difference you cannot compare between 

two groups and the stats mentioned of t test etc cannot be 

conducted 

10 EEMPCHQ10 168554370 Sivana Andrea D’costa MAPC-MPCE26 Approved Approved

11 EEMPCHQ10 192018100 Aarish.M MAPC-MPCE16 Not Approved

1. Please go through the project handbook and then propose a 

title which includes atleast two continuous variables that can be 

measured with the help of standardised tools and has relevant 

implications.

12 EEMPCHQ10 176709258 Swati Agashe MAPC-MPCE16 Not Approved

Please select a suitable title (related to psychological variables) 

which includes atleast two continuous variables that can be 

measured with the help of standardised tools and the findings of 

which has relevant implications.

13 EEMPCHQ10 198072015 NITIN MAHADEO LABHANE MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

The objectives need to be specific to the variables and focus of 

the study, 

Proper hypotheses need to be formulated. 

No details of sample size or sampling technique have been 

provided

Overall research methodology is not specific. 

Variables have not been operationally defined and adequate 

tools have also not been mentioned. 

Also there is lack of clarity in the topic as depression as such 

cannot be measured in general population of adolescents. 

Probably mental health could have been taken. 

Variables be selected based on review of literature 

Synopsis be prepared as per the format given in the Handbook 

of Project with all the necessary details. 

Synopsis needs to be specific and clear. 
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14 EEMPCHQ10 198072119 VAISHALI SHYAM WAKODE, MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

Review related to the variables of the study need to be included

Not clear why two different sectors have been taken. Either 

banks can be taken or Pvt sector can be taken. Otherwise proper 

justification needs to be given for comparison. 

Research methodology needs to be clear and specific 

Please include proper objective and hypotheses. Also sample 

size and sampling technique needs to be mentioned. 

Refer to the handbook of project and accordingly prepare a 

synopsis 

Variables be operationally defined. 

15 EEMPCHQ10 198066598 Rupakshi Dadhich MAPC-MPCE36 Not Approved

Review of literature related to the variables need to be included 

Objectives need to be specific to the study, Not clear how the 

first and second objectives can be investigated and the same can 

be deleted. Third objective is also not clear. the objectives as 

such do not focus on the variables of the study. 

How will pre pandemic be studied at this point??

No details provided about the sample size or sampling 

technique. 

No information provided about tools for data collection. 

Synopsis needs to be clear and specific. 

Refer to the format given in the handbook and prepare a 

synopsis. 

16 EEMPCHQ10 188435109 POONAM CHAINANI MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

The topic is very elementary. Another continuous variable be 

added that can be measured with the help of a standardised tool 

The hypotheses are also not clear. How relationship will be 

studied between a variable and a sample???

Plural of hypothesis is hypotheses

The operational definitions need to be specific 

Not clear why Family Interview for Stress and Coping (FISC) is 

used. 

Refer to the review of literation, also read the journals in 

psychology for how studies are carried out, also refer to the 

handbook of project and prepare a synopsis 
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17 EEMPCHQ10 198104104 Snehal Sunil Vichare MAPC-MPCE26 Approved

Review related to the variables of the study be included

Fourth objective be deleted as it is general

Plural of hypothesis is hypotheses

Dimensionwise analysis be carried out

Ethics be followed

Variables be operationally defined

Significant socio demographic variables be considered. 

18 EEMPCHQ10 198092110 VRINDA MAPC-MPCE26 Approved

Introduction and review needs to focus on the variables of the 

study 

Unnecessary theories and information that are not related to 

the study be deleted. 

The synopsis need to focus on the study and its objectives

Plural of hypothesis is hypotheses 

Either all hypotheses need to be null or all alternative 

Given the pandemic situation the sample size can be reduced to 

even 60. 

Ethics be followed

Dimensionwise analysis be carried out

Significant socio demographic variables be incorporated. 

Reliability and validity be mentioned for the tools of data 

collection 
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19 EEMPCHQ10 166856342 D’SOUZA RONITA DOMINIC MAPC-MPCE16 Approved

The title be changed to Aggression and Anxiety of College 

students in relation to their  attachment style or it could be the 

effect of AS of CS on their A and Anxiety. (Consult Supervisor) 

Review of literature related to variables of the study be included

Consult supervisor and reformat hypotheses. the focus could be 

on relationship. This will depend on the scale that measures 

attachment style. 

Plural of hypothesis is hypotheses

Given the pandemic situation the sample size can be reduced to 

even 60

Variables be operationally defined

Ethics be followed

Significant socio demographic variables be considered

20 EEMPCHQ10 198086471 Yalnaaz Afzal Lakdawala MAPC-MPCE16 Not Approved

Review related to the variables of the study needs to be 

included

Not clear how the frequency of online pornography used will be 

measured

There is no clarity in objectives and hypotheses (plural of 

hypothesis), how difference will be studied as there is no clarity 

about frequency of online pornography use (will this be divided 

in to groups???) 

Refer to the review of literature

Refer to the journals of psychology for how studies are carried 

out

Refer to the format given in the Handbook of Project and 

prepare an adequate synopsis that is clear and specific 
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21 EEMPCHQ10 198089438 Sreeja Narayan MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

The introduction and review of literature needs to be related to 

the variable soft the study 

The topic is very elementary. Include more continuous variable 

that can be measured with the help of standardised tools

The relevance and application of the topic is not clear

there is no clarity in first objection, how it can be measured!!

The first hypothesis is also not clear, how would there be gender 

difference in locality?

Plural of hypothesis is hypotheses

Also not clear why certain variables like life satisfaction is 

included that is not vent reflected in the title 

No information provided about tools for data collection 

refer to the handbook of project, journals in psychology, then 

select variables and prepare a specific and clear synopsis 

22 EEMPCSV02 148134610 Ronak Sidharth Vasa MAPC-MPCE16 Not Approved

Last study in the Review might not be relevant 

Operational definitions to be on the basis of the scales used 

The title and hypotheses suggest its a correlational study 

Then you mention that the three variables beng studied as 

independent variables, with the dependent variable being IBS, 

but your sample consists of only those with IBS  

Lack of clarity of what is being studied overall 

In case of correlations between stress, anxiety and depression, 

the associations would be same in any given sample and not 

specifically different for those with IBS 

Please rework the basic research design and variables 
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23 EEMPCSV02 198097087 Bhati Anam MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

Operational definitions to be as per the scales used 

Hypotheses not mentioned 

Objective three of weight and satisfaction being connected - no 

clarity on how that would be achieved , what is the definition of 

someone who is overweight 

Won't there be an obvious difference in self- esteem between 

adolescents and adults - lack of clarity in how objective 4 will be 

achieved 

24 EEMPCSV02 198088135 Aditya Singh MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

Introduction insufficient 

Studied in the ROL give information about the pandemic , not 

about the variables being studied 

Sample size is small 

Scales to be used not specified 

The variables mentioned in the title are not mentioned in the 

hypothesis 

In hypothesis what does lvele of impact mean ?

In hypothesis 2 , its unlcear what ling-term prospects mean, how 

would you measure it ?

No clarity in the variables or the scales to be used 

25 EEMPCSV02 198078893 Disha Parwadia MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

References not in APA format 

Hypothesis 1 is irrelavant since you are breaking up the trains 

and establishing relationship to the bullying 

Bullying questionaire to be attached and its psychometric 

properties to be given , not clear how you are going to identify if 

someone is the bully or bullied 

When you say teachers will work on their personality , does that 

not amount to victim blaming that the person being bullied 

should change?

You ROL says that bullied are high on neuroticism, yet your 

hypothesising a negative relationship between neuroticism and 

bullying 

Please clarify the variable of bullying and hypotheses
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26 EEMPCSV02 198089524 Janu Jiandani MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

Please submit the actual questions instead of the link for 

questionnaires, the first link did not help in identifying the 

questionnaire 

The scoring or the psychometric properties of these scales are 

not given 

While you have identified the 7 independent variables, there is 

no information on how you would break each variable into high 

or low

The statistics mentioned say correlation, in case of a correlation 

you would not need an independent and dependent variable, in 

the absence of specific hypotheses its unclear which path you 

are taking 

Your second objective states finding out how families and 

spouses would impact millenial's motivation- how are you 

measuring this?

The scale to be used for motivation not given 

References not in APA format

27 EEMPCSV02 198058393 Bindu Preman MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

Operational definitions to be as per the scales used

References not in APA format 

Objective 2 is to be measured through a questionnaire- no 

details of thsi questionnaire are given 

Objective 1 about the psychological need satisfaction doesn't 

make clear what psychological needs and how it will be 

measured 

If objective 3 within the scope of this study , since there will be 

information only from a questionnaire ?

Hypotheses not mentioned 

Information is required on how the variables mentioned in the 

xepected outcome will be measured 
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28 EEMPCSV02 198063220 Sudha K Y MAPC-MPCE26 Approved
Operational definitions to be reflective of the scales to be used 

All other details appropriate 

29 EEMPCSV02 198057194 Erika Nandwani MAPC-MPCE26 Approved All details appropriate

30 EEMCAUK06 176715656 Ms Shruti Dwivedi MCA-MCSP60 Approved Check all medical terms 

31 EEMPCHQ10 161418662 Dr. Kaminidevi Kishor Bhoir MAPC-MPCE16 Approved Approved

32 EEMCAUK06 142926570 khan Nasreem  M MCA-MCSP60
Approved with 

modification

1 Guide Bio-data missing 

2 Check for the payment gateways 

3 reference missing 

4 Output missing 

33 EEMPCHQ10 152459521 Dr. Shambhunath Yadav MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved Please include at least one more variable in the study.

34 EEMCAUK06 158437966 Pooja Gupta MCA-MCSP60
Approved with 

modification

1 Check giude has not complted 2 yrs of experiense after 

passong MCA 

2 Flow  chare missing 

3 Data processing method ?

35 EEMCAUK06 166857351 Rohan Pawale MCA-MCSP60
Approved with 

modification
1 any record is updated for avaliablity/occupied 

36 EEMCAUK06 158437737 Gurrapu Srujana Kishan MCA-MCSP60
Approved with 

modification

1 Flow of work missing 

2 process intimation to the coustmer missing 

3 close loop of work must be there 

4 see all modules must run in final project 
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37 EEMPCMR12 166851770
MR. DHARMESH KANTIBHAI 

PATEL
MAPC-MPCE16 Not Approved

1. No need to give so much detail about nursing eligibility 

criteria. This is not the focus of your research

2. Beck and Ellis's theories not well explained. Year is not 

mentioned for Ellis and Bandura's theories

3. Student has not understood the theory of anxiety at all. 

Although the heading is given as classical and operant 

conditioning but nothing is mentioned about operant 

conditioning

4. Redo the whole Introduction section

5. Review of Literature section is horrible to say the least

APA guidelines not followed. Language and grammar is bad

Redo

Operational Definition spelling ( check the spelling of definition) 

Hypotheses: Not written properly. Spelling and grammar - all 

wrong

Under the heading Material & Methods what you have written 

only you can understand. Lot of mistakes

References not written in alphabetical order

38 EEMPCMR12 171302020 PRITY BINOY KUMAR SARKAR, MAPC-MPCE16
Approved with 

modification

Redo Review of Literature section. Not written as per APA 

format. Long stories are not needed. Restrict yourself only to the 

study and its findings.

Hypotheses: There seems to be no logic behind H2, H4, H5 & H6. 

Redo

Research Method you have mentioned as Observational. Are 

you going to observe respondents in real life setting?

References: Alphabetical order not maintained
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39 EEMPCMR12 176711720 ANUPAMA A KAMATH MAPC-MPCE26
Approved with 

modification

Review of Literature needs attention. Once you have described 

one study change the paragraph and then write another study. 

Restrict yourself only to the research work and its findings

While changing paragraph follow APA guidelines

IV & DV do not seem to be right

Research is about Impact of social media on relationship. Social 

media should be IV and relationship DV

Hypotheses not written properly as per APA guidelines

What is your hypothesis? You have written all three variations. 

Last one actually is Null hypothesis

Add al least one more variable to your study

40 EEMPCSV02 198067590 Shirin Farooq MAPC-MPCE16 Approved All reported elements correct 

41 EEMPCSV02 192025715 Audrey Correa MAPC-MPCE16
Approved with 

modification

Please clarify how you are goiung to operationalise IPV, you dod 

say you will access your sample from hospitals or clinic , but 

mention the specific criteria in your operational definition

Please make sure you attach the actual scales to be used 

This is a very sensitive topic , my suggestion would be to work 

with other professionals during your process of data collection , 

it is your ethical duty to make sure that there was no adverse 

effect on your participants due to participating in your study 

References to be in APA format 

42 EEMPCSV02 188432862 Lamneihmoi MAPC-MPCE26
Approved with 

modification

References to be in APA format 

The tools for the dimensions for the adolescents are clear 

The tool for the home dimesion will require to have scoring such 

that it could be divided into high or low , the stats you have 

stated also mention a t-test 

It isn't clear how you are establishing the different levels of the 

IV of home environment ( If  there is a cut-off as stated in the 

manual it had to be mentioned in the operational definitions) 

43 EEMPCSV02 176713193 Zubin Dehmeri MAPC-MPCE16 Approved All elements correct 
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44 EEMPCNT01 198096694 Brenda Wilson Nadar MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

•	Please us the proper title for the study. The tools used are not 

measuring the variables which are used in the title

•	Please provide operational definition (not as a “result of scores 

obtained….”)

•	In rationale has explained with the respect to children - explain 

rationale considering adolescence as it is mentioned in the title.

•	participants will be adolescent living with both the parents -

rationale behind it?

•	Mention the age range of the second scale - physical activity 

efficacy scale for children.

45 EEMPCNT01 198058290 Sheetal Shah MAPC-MPCE16 Not Approved

1. Refer  the APA style for Title ( “A study of” not to be used in 

the Title.

2. What do you mean by non-working women? Do you think 

women can be categorized as non working? Please justify

3. The study is sated as correlational study. The how you can 

state the IV and DV as Anxiety and Mental Health ( Refer pg 13)

4. Which statistical method will be used for the analysis of the 

data?

5. Please check the correctness of Title, research design, 

hypothesis and statistical analysis. No connectivity is observed.

6. State the reliability and validity of HAM -A

7. Citations and references do not match. Please provide all 

references correctly.
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46 EEMPCNT01 176724590 Niing Lunmawi MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

1. Are you covering the entire population of Churachandpur, 

Manipur? If not, then change Title accordingly. 

2. Objectives and Hypotheses to be numbered.

3. The third bullet hypothesis try to find the difference between 

gender. However, from the title of the study, it indicates ONLY 

Correlational study.

4. Provide psychometric properties of both the tools to be used 

in the study.

5. Please check the correctness of Title, research design, 

hypothesis and statistical analysis. No connectivity is observed.

6. Citations and references do not match. Please provide all 

references correctly.

7. State the research design of the study
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47 EEMPCNT01 198104706 VILAS VINAYAKRAO ZODE MAPC-MPCE36 Not Approved

1.	Title- is it necessary to mention sub style? Or just mention 

‘leadership style of managers ‘. It is confusing.

2.	In the Introduction section citations are not provided.

3.	literature review should be written in paragraphs. Please 

follow APA style of writing. 

4.	In rationale -its mentioned that what is the different 

personality types will influence leadership style ? ( too many 

variables – need clarity on variables manipulation and DV’s.

5.	need to work on hypotheses- need clarity of variables

6.	Sample - Simple Random Sample- how ? 

7.	MBTI cannot be sent online. It is copyrighted. Have took 

permission to use it? 

8.	Research design - quantitative - how? Provide correct 

research design

9.	Statical technique is contradicting. There is no match 

between research design, hypotheses and statistical technique

10.	Need to work on research methodology. Title is confusing.  

variables and Research design are not clear.

11.	Read more on research writing and research methodology.

12.	Rework on Proposal however the topic seems interesting.

13.	APA style not at all followed. 

14.	Overall, the method of writing research proposal in 

Psychology is not at all followed.
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48 EEMPCNT01 198104831 Monica Ravishankar Pathak MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

1.	Title of the study is not conveying any meaning. It is 

confusion. Please frame the proper title

2.	literature review should be paragraphs

3.	Objective no 5 and Hypotheses – 5,6,7 are stated as to find the 

difference between two variables. However, in the title it don’t 

not reflect.

4.	Mention Operational definition of age -( young adulthood, 

middle and late adulthood.)

5.	Tool- mention reliability and validity of both the scales.

6.	Can we look for recent scales?

7.	What is the research design?

8.	How you can use ANOVA? please clarify the type of ANOVA

9.	citation not mentioned in the reference section 

10.	APA style of references should be followed.

49 EEMPCPT09 198059410 GLANCY AVIS ALBUQUERQUE MAPC-MPCE26
Approved with 

modification
To enter Course code on page 1

50 EEMPCPT09 181795799 Clara Ferrao MAPC-MPCE16
Approved with 

modification

1. Course code to enter on page 1

2. to write operational Definitions 

3. References do not match Citations

51 EEMPCPT09 198058956 UMA G SHAH KAICHE MAPC-MPCE16
Approved with 

modification

1. Course code to enter on page 1

2. To write Operational Definitions

3. References and Citations do not match

52 EEMPCPT09 185129662 Janhvi Dargalkar MAPC-MPCE16
Approved with 

modification

1. To write Index

2. To mention Variables

3. To add Appendices

53 EEMPCPT09 188444161 Geeta Maindargikar MAPC-MPCE26
Approved with 

modification

1. To mention size of sample separately for members who 

meditate and those who do not

2. References do not match Citations

54 EEMPCPT09 170386498 KANCHANA R MAPC-MPCE16 Approved ---

55 EEMPCPT09 198105478 Itee Sharma MAPC-MPCE16
Approved with 

modification

1. To write Index

2. To write Variables

To increase Sample size
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56 EEMPCPT09 198080234 PRATOSH RAMESH RELE MAPC-MPCE36
Approved with 

modification

1.To write Index

2. To write Variables

3. To sign on each page

4. To write operational definitions in Methodology

5.To mention Appendix in the end

6. Overall very less Research done

57 EEMPCPT09 181794844
THAIVALAPPIL LUCEENA 

GEORGE
MAPC-MPCE26

Approved with 

modification

1. To enter course code on page 1

2 To mention Variables of Study

58 EEMPCPT09 192010525 Kareni Manjushree Rao MAPC-MPCE26
Approved with 

modification
To enter course code on page 1 as per norms

59 EEMPCPT09 198100690 Kiran Manglani MAPC-MPCE26
Approved with 

modification

1. To write Operational definitions

2. To write course code on page 1

3 References and Citations do not match

60 EEMPCPT09 198095037 Vaidehi Santosh Jadhav MAPC-MPCE26
Approved with 

modification

1. To write Course code on page 1 as per norms stated

2. References and Citations do not match.

61 EEMPCPT09 188434028 Vibhuti Ravindranath Morajkar MAPC-MPCE16
Approved with 

modification

1. To write operational definitions of Research

2. To write Course code on page 1

3. References do not match Citations

62 EEMPCPT09 185144665 Pravinkumar Upadhyay MAPC-MPCE16
Approved with 

modification

1. To write Index

2. To mention Appendix in the end

3. References do not match Citations.

63 EEMPCPT09 198092371 Juliet Rodrigues MAPC-MPCE26
Approved with 

modification
To write Index

64 EEMPCPT09 185143649 Revathi Iyer MAPC-MPCE26
Approved with 

modification

1. To write Variables of Study

2. To write Operational Definitions

3. References do not match Citations 

65 EEMPCPT09 198079372
Aswathi Rudrayani 

Somasekharan
MAPC-MPCE16 Approved ---

66 EEMPCPT09 188434296 Pallavi ramchandra pashte MAPC-MPCE16
Approved with 

modification

1. To write Index in Beginning

2. To mention Appendix in the end.

3. To write Operational Definitions

4. To write Variables

5. To write References as per Guidelines



Sr. EE Code
Enrolment 

No.
Name of the Student

Programme-

Course Code
Status of synopsis Evaluator's comments

LOT 02 : STATUS OF SYNOPSIS EVALUATION - DEC 2020 (FRESH)

67 EEMPCPT09 170179438 Monali Kailashrao Kawale MAPC-MPCE16
Approved with 

modification

1. To observe proper sequence as per guidelines eg Appendix 

will be in the end; Index in  the beginning etc

2. Hypothesis is not clear. 


